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ABSTRACT
Volunteer Testimonies reveal that their Most
Significant Changes are spread evenly across the
domains of Helping Others, (gaining a new)
Mindset, Skill Mastery, Confidence, and
Communication.
UK and TZ in 2017 completed a range of activities
during their 8 weeks working in the Cambridge
Development Initiative (CDI) . Of these completed
activities, volunteers reveal that they most value
organising initiatives and conducting field work.
5 negative testimonies combined with recurring
criticism on Workload, Welfare, and Volunteer
Expectations demand CDI to learn from feedback.
After discussing each type of feedback we
provide action points on how CDI can implement
much needed reforms to volunteer policy.

ABOUT CDI
The Cambridge Development Initiative (CDI) was founded upon the
belief that university students are vital contributors to sustainable
development initiatives. Furthermore, we believe that when students
from around the world work collaboratively on sustainable
development projects, they empower one another, become catalysts
for change in their communities, and develop the capacity to be
lifelong leaders. Our two branches, based in the UK and Tanzania, are
comprised of parallel executive committees and university student
volunteers who collaborate to design, implement, and evaluate
community-based development projects in Dar es Salaam. More than
80 students have worked together on innovative Education,
Engineering, Entrepreneurship, and Health programs over the past
three years. Throughout the year, the Tanzania team sustains the
projects locally, while the UK team expands the network of partners,
generates funding, and refines volunteer recruitment and training.
Each summer, the Tanzania and UK teams convene in Dar es Salaam
for two months of sustained project work. To ensure that we remain
entirely student-led, new student volunteers and project directors are
recruited after each summer.
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SURVEY DESIGN
Volunteer Monitoring and Evaluation:
We need to monitor that CDI carries out its
plans to promote volunteer development. To
meet goal this. we collect volunteers' responses
to these plans and to the wider CDI experience.
We conducted a survey of CDI volunteers to
collect feedback and discover what mattered
most to them out of their 8 week experience.
Moreover, we collected some estimates of the
type of activities that volunteers conducted. We
combine these measures to evaluate whether
the types of activities the volunteers conducted
are the type of activities that the volunteers care
about.
We also use feedback to construct a list of core
recommendations for next year. We also
suggest strategies to determine success in
meeting these recommendations. Future
volunteers may also like to know of the criticism
that CDI received in the past and how CDI
hopes to respond to that criticism
Knowledge of the activities that our volunteers
do hint towards the benefits CDI brings to its
volunteers. In future we hope to extend this
evaluation of volunteer impact by following up
our alumni. A Theory of Change Diagram
explaining the hypothesised causal link
between volunteer experience and our alumni's
becoming 'change-makers' is included in
Appendix 1.

Design of Most Significant Change
Question
We asked the volunteers to first spend 30
minutes writing in response to the
question:
What was your Most Significant Change
during your 7 weeks in CDI?
To help those who struggled to interpret
the meaning of Most Significant Change
we explained the intention of the survey
as follows:
"We are interested in experiences and
accomplishments gained (good or bad)
that had personal significance to you over
the summer"
Immediately, concerns on the validity of
prompting come into focus.
We believe prompting in this survey was
the best course of action out of these
alternatives:
No Prompt - volunteers less likely to
report negative changes
Ask Multiple Questions - may feel
obliged to give a positive and negative
change even if only one were significant.
Change the Question Wording - wold
require more piloting of each alternative
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SURVEY DESIGN
We admit that the above changes may
improve phrasing and the visual appeal
of the MSC question. Furthermore, we
believe we can improve the question by
piloting more variants with future UK
and TZ committee members. If
committee members report one variant
to be easier to interpret then that variant
improves on this year's question. A
further check will be if volunteers
respond in a more consistent style.
Volunteer responses this year reported
one change, or many changes, one big
change and smaller changes, or
focused on skills. If volunteers
interpreted the meaning of the question
consistently then we would expect a far
more consistent focus on changes and
their relative importance.
Importantly, the variety in responses this
year forces us to make assumptions in
identifying which changes were most
important, and how important smaller
changes were. Clearly, an improvement
in consistency would allow us to forgo
these assumptions and even check if
this year's analysis of changes is robust
to breaking these assumptions.

Most Significant Change
We used the Most Significant Change
(MSC) question to reveal unknown
indicators of volunteer success within
CDI and to understand what our
volunteers value from their CDI
experience. Therefore, our use of MSC is
in line with the purposes of MSC
described by its creators Rick Davies and
Jess Dart in
The ‘Most Significant Change’ (MSC)
Technique: A Guide to Its Use (pg 12).

To Identify Most Significant Changes
First, we identified all the changes in
each testimony. We noted down a short
phrase to describe each change. Next,
we identified those changes that were
most significant to each volunteer. When
volunteers failed to indicate which
change was Most Significant we
assumed that the Change they described
in most detail was most significant.
To Classify Domains of Change
Once we gathered all MSCs, we defined
4 domains and attempted to distribute
the changes across those domains. We
needed to split one of the domains into
two in order to capture all the changes.
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MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE
Volunteer testimonies often reported
several smaller changes alongside their
Most Significant Change. This abundance of
information allowed us to analyse how
frequent a range of predefined positive and
negative outcomes occurred for out
volunteers. We discuss these Positive and
Negative Outcomes below before
considering the Most Significant Changes.
Discuss Positive Outcomes
We would like to infer the strengths of CDI
using the distribution of Positive Outcomes
reported in volunteer testimonies. 40 of the
44 volunteers who wrote a MSC testimony
revealed a positive outcome: 30 volunteers
reported improving a skill and 26 expressed
confidence in the value of their project
work. Over 20 volunteers indicated that they
applied their skills to project work,
completed a new activity, and learnt how to
work in an intercultural environment.
In contrast, 11 volunteers reported a greater
awareness of what they want from their
career, 10 demonstrated a unique stance
towards culture and development, and 8
reported greater confidence in their
capacity to improve a weakness.

If we believe these figures reflect CDI's
strengths then CDI appears weaker in
promoting these latter outcomes.
However, fewer volunteers may desire
these outcomes: not every volunteer
wants to narrow down their career choice.
Also, demonstrating a unique stance
towards development is far more difficult
to report in a testimony than improving a
skill. Likewise, recognising a greater
capacity to improve a weakness can be
the first step in improving a skill - which is
easier to report. We report the full set of
summary statistics in Table 1 below,
Ultimately, these positive outcomes are
superficial. We identified them in stories
without considering how important they
were to the volunteers or how the
evidence for these outcomes varied by
volunteer. Our next section classifies the
Most Significant Changes to help us
understand what our volunteers value
most from their time with CDI. We also
consider how strong the evidence is for
each Most Significant Change using a
weighting system.
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MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE
Discuss Negative Outcomes
Our counts of negative outcomes were far more
informative. 16 volunteers reported at least 1 of
8 negative outcomes - you can see the full
results in table 2. 8 volunteers reported Conflict
or Discontent with their team. 9 reported a
failure for CDI to meet their expectations or that
CDI caused them frustration. 5 explicitly stated
that they were unhappy or had lost confidence
in the value of their work with CDI. Like with our
positive outcomes, we have not yet considered
how strongly each volunteer felt about these
outcomes. Observe that 9 volunteers reported
at least as many positive outcomes as negative.
Nevertheless, each of these negative outcomes
are severe enough that even their presence
among 10-20% of our volunteers demands CDI
to make changes.
Following our analysis of feedback, we report
RECOMMENDATIONS which include advice on
avoiding these negative outcomes. We also
advise that any prospective volunteer jointly
consider these negatives and the proposed
solutions before deciding to join CDI.

Worthy of note, UK volunteers reported almost
3 times as many negative outcomes (23) as TZ
students did (9) and there is no substantial
difference between men and women after
controlling for different sample sizes.
Volunteers should also consider the far more
nuanced description of CDI's benefits in the
sections to follow.
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MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE
Discuss Most Significant Changes
When we classify our Most Significant Changes
into domains we reveal the most promising
benefits that CDI provides its volunteers. Below,
we chart all Most Significant Changes under 1 of 6
Domains:
Helping - The change focuses on the experience
of helping others
Mindset - volunteers learn new ways to think
about challenges
Skill Mastery - volunteers excel in a specific skill
Confidence - the change demonstrates greater
confidence or independence
Communication - change means volunteers are
more willing to communicate
Negatives

...
What our classification demonstrates is that
the most valuable benefits of CDI, in the eyes
of our volunteers, are present in a wide
number of domains. Remarkably, the positive
MSC testimonies are split equally among the
domains. Preferably, we would have seen
some difference so that we could describe
CDI's relative strengths as being in certain
domains.
These revealed domains can help us narrow
down the links of interest in our Theory of
Change diagram for Alumni Impact (Appendix
1). All theses domains or at least a similar idea
are stated explicitly in the Theory of Change as
Intermediate Outcomes.
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MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE
Evidence Weights
However, we would like to know how much to trust each of the stories we
were given. We constructed evidence weights to capture how confident we
would be in externally verifying each testimony. These weights were integers
from 1 to 5, increasing in the quality of evidence. Evidence could take the form
of detailing the action or cause of the change, describing a specific time or
place in which the change was occurring, and referring to other people who
were affected by the change. You will find the full mapping of evidence to
evidence weight in Appendix 2. Below we compare side by side the
distribution of changes among domains before and after applying the
evidence weights.
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MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE

Another way we can understand the
evidence weights is to suggest a cutoff for
poor evidence. If we removed all changes
with an evidence weight of 1 then the number
of changes would only fall in Skill Mastery by
2 and Communication by 2. By contrast, if we
look at only changes with an evidence weight
of 3 or higher, Mindset has the most, keeping
7 of its changes. Helping Others and
Communication keep 5 each, whereas Skill
Mastery and Communication hold 3 and 4
respectively. This distribution ir roughly the
same as when we multiplied by the weights
in the previous chart - A cutoff is far more
intuitive to understand.
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The evidence weights clearly indicate that
Helping Others, Mindset, and Confidence
contain the most trustworthy changes. We
see no substantial difference among these 3
changes. However, their differences with Skill
Mastery have been magnified - indicating that
the evidence for testimonies on skill mastery
tended to be weaker on average. Yet,
Communication sees the sharpest fall after
applying the evidence weights so that it is
almost inline with Skill Mastery.
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Analysis

MSC changes
by domain
After Applying
Evidence
Cutoff

We believe our evidence highlights 3 core
strengths of CDI for our volunteers.
Mindset
Helping Others
Confidence
All 3 of these changes are essential to the
theme of Change Maker outlined in our Theory
of Change.
These benefits are far less clear in our counts
of positive outcomes. 'Skill Mastery' appeared
far more important for our volunteers. We
previously represented 'Mindset' only by
'Demonstrating a unique stance towards culture
and development' which we only observed for
10 volunteers. Arguably, we had already
represented 'Helping Others' and 'Confidence'
by 'Confidence in the Value of their CDI work',
'Completion of a New Activity', and 'Application
of skills to project work' - which all scored
highly. Nonetheless, the MSC method has
captured what volunteers precisely mean when
they claim CDI helped them help others, and
helped them to take initiative (see above),
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MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE
We claimed that our counts of negative
outcomes revealed persistent weaknesses
in how CDI treats its volunteers. The MSC
method verifies this claim: 19 negative
changes were reported and the average
evidence weight was 2, confirming that
around 10% of volunteers experienced
negative changes. As 5 of our Most
Significant Changes were negative,
volunteers clearly conveyed that their time
with CDI came with significant setbacks. We
add that all 5 of these negatives MSCs were
written by UK students.
When we analyse the Feedback Survey we
will discuss how volunteer activity and
recommendations reflect the strengths and
weaknesses formed from the MSC method.
TZ volunteers did write fewer negative
changes than UK students. However, we
argue that cultural differences explain this
gap. TZ students were more equipped to
engage local stakeholders, and could
interact directly with target beneficiaries in
Swahili. Also, UK and TZ students reported
breakdowns in communication. Hence, UK
and TZ students were just as likely to reveal
negative changes.

Representation of Negative Outcomes
We argue that the survey represented
negative outcomes very well. 16 out
of 44 of the volunteer responses
highlighted a negative outcome and 5 of
the Most Significant Changes were
negative - around 11% of the changes .
Yet, a possibility remains that negative
outcomes go unreported. Cognitive
Dissonance names the psychological
phenomena of believing that simply
because you committed an action that
the action was worthwhile (Festinger, L.
(1957). Cognitive Dissonance for CDI
would mean that volunteers belief that
CDI was worthwhile because they have
spent 8 weeks or longer devoted to CDI
and for all UK volunteers a sizeable
proportion of income. Cognitive
Dissonance Theory allows for inventive
justifications (McLeod, S. A. (2014)...) so a
lucid description of a MSC does not
completely avoid the bias.
However, note that the creators report
that in their experience between 5 and
10% of significant changes tend to be
negative when a negative change is
presented as an option. given the large
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LIMITATIONS OF MSC
proportion (11%%) of negative reported
changes we believe that Cognitive
Dissonance does not impede the
volunteers from reporting negative
changes.
We find more compelling that Cognitive
Dissonance explains why many
submissions with a negative MSC go on
to report smaller positive changes. What
is even more pernicious, submissions
that only report positive changes may be
fabrications of Cognitive Dissonance,
one's own desire to see themselves
improve, when in truth the experience
left no noticeable change,
A competing concern is that positive
changes are less salient than negative
changes (Khanneman - Loss Aversion
and Framing Effects). Hence, even
important positive changes can go
unreported, or reported with little
evidence.

.How can volunteers improve their
evidence for a change?
Consult the appendix on 'What is
Evidence' to learn how we grade in
principle verification. For M&E Officers
note that verifying these changes
externally is possible to some extent
through the meeting minutes kept by
project directors. However, we do not
advise searching for proof of volunteer
changes except in extreme cases.

Two more observations on survey
design
Volunteers often provided feedback
within their MSC. In doing so, volunteers
indicate that they reinterpreted the
question which implies the phrasing of
the question could be improved.
Nevertheless, this feedback provides
further evidence of the significance of
negative outcomes.
Volunteers rarely used the Prompt to
inform their MSC. Yet, those who did
often provided greater evidence to verify
a previously reported change.
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ACTIVITIES
The Activity Interval Questions aim to
describe what activities the average
volunteer completed during their time
in CDI. These statistics aim to align
student expectations and to
demonstrate the opportunities that CDI
volunteers receive.
Below we report the Activity Types (as
they were stated in the question)
and their corresponding Skill:

ORGANISER/DIRECTOR
You directed other members of your
project to implement a program for a
day

WRITER
You created extensive summaries,
records, or presentations of project
activities and research
FIELD WORKER
You visited the target audience to
understand the lives of the community
PLANNER
You created a high level work-plan or
structure that communicated the tasks
and resources needed for the project

We chose activities that facilitate the
development of the Change Maker
listed on our Theory of Change. We also
note that these activities are the kind
COMMUNICATOR
mentioned for the Most Significant
You met or received replies from high
Changes in the Mindset and Confidence
profile stakeholders (Health Centre,
domains. However, the activities do not
Professionals, Business leaders,
consider directly when a volunteer
Community leaders)
delivers the impact of a CDI project
(direct) to its beneficiaries, as in the
DECISION MAKER
You made time sensitive decision about Helping Others domain. Activity Choices
could be modified to reflect all of the
the use of project resources
activity types that volunteers value.
However, any changes will limit our
scope to compare the results over time.
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ACTIVITIES
SURVEY DESIGN
Measuring the frequency and
benefits of CDI Activities

We asked volunteers to circle intervals
which best captured the frequency they
conducted an activity,
We also checked the 6 interval questions
against a survey of the Health UK Project
Director who was asked to rate each of
their team members on the same interval
skill for these activities. The extent to
which the ordering of activities agrees by
person helps to validate the use of the
interval scale to capture both honest and
accurate responses to the activity
question. Project Directors often
assigned tasks and responsibilities for
project work. They also met regularly
with their volunteers to keep updated on
what volunteers chose to do.
Volunteer beliefs on which activity type is
most valuable will be informed partly by
professional opportunities that
experience in the activity opens for
future, and also by an intrinsic worth they
attach to the activity.

.

When evaluating how our volunteers
develop we therefore want our summary
figures to reflect the aggregate benefits
for volunteers due to completing their
CDI activities.
Our approach is to draw new
distributions, restricting the distribution to
only those volunteers which emphasise
the activity type in their MSC. Due to
small sample sizes we cannot claim a
representative volunteer will value the
activities in this way in future years as this
representative volunteer will be highly
influenced by slight changes in the
importance given to each activity in
future MSC responses. Nevertheless, we
can describe the activities that this year's
volunteers most valued completing.
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Organiser

Mode = 1-3
Median = 4-6
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10

In a validity check, the UK Health project director gave their
activity distributions for 10 volunteers. On average, the
director overstated frequencies by almost an entire
partition. This is soft evidence that people are responding
sensibly but clearly project directors lack private
information or are constrained in their recall.
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Mode = 1-3
Median = 4-6

If we were to draw a distribution of Communicator frequencies
for only the volunteers who revealed that they preferred these
activities we would obtain the Ideal_Communicator distribution
below with sample size, n = 12. In the final Activities Section
we multiply the midpoint of the median by n=12 to summarise
our volunteer impact
Notice that of those who prefer communication tended to
complete less communication activities (median = 3.5, mode =
0-6 instead of 4-6).

In the validity check the project director understated
frequencies by almost an entire partition. ..
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Communicator
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If we were to draw a distribution of Organizer
frequencies for only the volunteers who revealed that
they preferred these activities we would obtain the
Ideal_Organiser distribution to the right with sample
size, n = 14. In the final Activities Section we multiply
the midpoint of the median by n=14 to summarise our
volunteer impact
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Decision_maker

SURVEY DESIGN

In the validity check the project director's judgement is on
average 2 partitions away from the volunteer's frequency of
Decision_maker activities. Response bias for this question
could be higher, perhaps reflecting differences in
interpretation of the activity type. .
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The Ideal_Decision_Maker distribution for the 12
volunteers who prefer this activity type has a lower mode
and median of 1-3 instead of 4-6. Those who more
explicitly value the activity tended to do less of it.
Perhaps, as noted above, we are capturing a difference
in interpretation. Those who reported making fewer time
sensitive decisions were perhaps using a stricter criteria,
and so they would value more highly those activities that
satisfied their criteria.
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In the validity check the project director understated
the frequencies by an entire partition. Volunteers likely have a
lot more private information about the number of summaries
and reports they create..
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Writing is by far the most common volunteering activity in
CDI. Although the mode is only 4-6, 26 volunteers
claimed to write at least 7 summaries. However, only 3
people expressed a preference for the activity. One
explanation is that the activity is ubiquitous in our student
lives. Clearly, from our MSC discussion most volunteers
don't apply to CDI so that they can write reports.
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SURVEY
Field_worker DESIGN
Mode = 4-6
Median = 7-9

15

In the validity check the project director understated
the frequencies on average by an entire partition. .
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Median = 4-6
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In contrast to writing, field work is the most popular
activity, with 19 volunteers expressing a preference for
this type of activity. Again, the median is lower under the
IDEAL distribution.

Planner

In the validity check the project director understated
the frequencies on average by an entire partition. Planning
is an activity which could be well documented. However, a
project director is very unlikely to keep up with the number
of plans produced by volunteers when that number is even
moderately high.. .
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Mode = 1-3
Median = 1-3
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14 people expressed a preference for planning. Their
frequency distribution contains most of the zeros and has
a median of 1-3, less than 4-6.
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To Help Align Expectations
(medians of full distributions)
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Calculated by multiplying the mid-point of the
median partition under ideal distributions by its
sample size

New volunteers and prospective applicants will
find the first diagram a useful heuristic. It
describes what 50% of volunteers believed they
completed during their time with CDI in 2017.
Reports are ubiquitous, and planning is rare..
However, most activities seem well represented,
including the favourite, Field-work. However, as
we discussed for the MSC responses, the
influence of Cognitive Dissonance and Ego could
encourage over reporting of activities.
Moreover, we refuse to draw the conclusion that
the quantities in the table are normative: the scale
allowed responses up to 20+. As a volunteer you
may have a strong preference to complete a
certain activity type more frequently. In our
feedback on CDI workload in the next section we
discuss these welfare implications further.

In another attempt to evaluate the impact that CDI has
on its volunteers we calculate an aggregate number
of activities that volunteers valued completing. These
results convey the importance field work and
organiser activities, which closely relate to Confidence
(to take up own initiatives) and Helping, two of the
three Most Significant Domains of Change.
We recognise that this chart on its own cannot prove
that large benefits to CDI exist. However, we suspect
that future studies of alumni impact will reveal that
CDI has a persistent impact on volunteers who get to
complete activities that they value. We will provide
our plan for evaluating alumni impact in the M&E
strategy section of this report. For now, we hint that
the types of opportunities that alumni receive after
CDI reveal easy to prove long term benefits of CDI to
its volunteers.
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TEAMWORK
We can now consider the teamwork
interval: question: "A volunteer of the other
country significantly helped you to
complete one of the activities above"

Moreover, 22 volunteers expressed that
teamwork was valuable in their MSC. We
draw the VALUED_Teamwork distribution
below. Although the shape of the
distribution rises at the high end, we observe
that many volunteers who value teamwork
did not practise it. This deficit in teamwork is
unsettling for CDI, an organisation built upon
that premise of UK-TZ teamwork.

The phrasing of the question implies that
you should choose your answer based on
your activity responses
combined. Therefore, we consider
teamwork separately to avoid double
counting the benefits from completing other
activities. When responded to honestly, this
question indicates how often UK and TZ
team members completed project work
together, and points to how many project
activities were completed alone. We could
interpret low teamwork on this measure as a
sign of effective delegation. However, the
nature of most of these activities is that they
can all benefit from intercultural
communication.

The case for improving UK-TZ teamwork is
made stronger by the feedback to follow.
The deficit in teamwork could be seen as
the fault of workload imbalances, false
expectations of project work, team conflict,
and limited communication.
.

Teamwork
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LIMITATIONS
Limits to the Interval Scale
We partitioned the above scale to allow
greater flexibility in responses for those
with better knowledge on the frequency of
the activity. We chose our upper interval as
20+ as we work for around 40 days. We
describe activities so that the completion
of the activity would be expected to take at
least a day. Therefore, if a volunteer
indicates 20+, then they are claiming that
they completed the activity almost daily.
The upper interval is only half the number
of working for 2 reasons: volunteers are
less likely to believe these activities
*should* be completed daily. And second,
for the same number of partitions we ask
for greater precision in the frequency of
events - which can also indirectly
encourage lower responses as they appear
closer to the centre.
They could also interpret an occurrence as
a day spent working towards that activity.
Some activities lend themselves to
checking this inconsistency in
interpretation. We expect that meeting
stakeholders daily will be impossible for
most volunteers.
Only 6 volunteers responded with 10-19 or
20+ (3 for 20+) for COMMUNICATOR. In
contrast, we expect writing reports to be
completed by most volunteers more
frequently and, in fact, 15 volunteers
respond with 10-19 or 20+ (4 for 20+).

Hence, we feel confident that few
volunteers interpreted activities in this
way and if they did we argue that the
influence on the overall shape of the
distribution is unsubstantial.
The scale could be modified for next
year: more precision would facilitate
better comparison with external tools
(GANTT Charts) for recording activitiesand so help determine the prevalence
of biased response strategies.
However, we highly recommend the
continued use of the interval method.
The question appears far less sensitive.
Complaints (we received 2) over the
difficulty in recalling activity frequencies
matter far less if respondents are
comfortable reporting what they really
think they did. When volunteers guess
among the partitions, their submissions
likely preserve the relative positions of
activities along the interval scale.
Hence, we have good reason to believe
in the relative frequencies of different
activities.
For example, I can communicate that I
completed many more research
summaries than stakeholder meetings
by circling a high, then low partition
even if I don't know precisely how many
times I completed each activity.
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LIMITATIONS
Response Bias
The most important response strategies
are
(i) Reporting the partitions which make you
look best, or feel best
(ii) Reporting the partitions you think the
surveyor or committee want to see
(iii) Revealing as little information as
possible, ambiguous over most activities
(iv) Reporting as honestly as you can
(i) and (iii) both likely lead to a volunteer
circling the 20+ partition for most activities.
(iii) could also lead to circling all middle
partitions or all low partitions in order to
hide sensitive information about their
performance.
We preempted this challenge by adding a
social cue:
"Most people get the chance to do only
one or two of these activities regularly. For
example, I, Paolo, would answer: four '0's,
two '1-3's, and one '10-14'."
The cue deliberately leads volunteers to
believe that low scores are normative and
that lower scores are sufficient to satisfy
Cognitive Dissonance or Ego - reducing
potential embarrassment from revealing
honest answers which we believe most
determines how sensitive this information
is.

(ii) describes social desirability bias.
Interval Scales effectively disguise
choices a surveyor prefers as the
partitions do not reveal how the
surveyor interprets the interval. Notice,
that this property survives even after
adding the social cue. In contrast, using
the word scale, "Never, Sometimes,
Frequently, Daily" reveals how the
surveyor interprets each choice and
heavily implies a moral value.
Furthermore, our prior beliefs about
how likely each activity will be
completed differ. If volunteers share
these beliefs - they likely do share
these beliefs because they know that
they can complete far more of one
activity than another - then they are
even less likely to believe a partition is
of a certain moral value to the
surveyor.
However, phrased another way, these
beliefs force volunteers to
inconsistently interpret the meaning of
the interval scale. We have claimed
that this is desirable for getting
volunteers to answer honestly. Yet, we
also allow volunteers to interpret the
scale very differently from one
another. We can only compare or
aggregate volunteer responses if they
interpret the scale in the same way i.e.
when 2 volunteers circle a 1-3 partition
they intend that both times were low.
And that both times were high.

VOLUNTEERS

LIMITATIONS
Crucially, the problem of interpersonal
comparability disappears as volunteer
recall improves. A fuller study would
analyse the responses under both
strategies. For brevity, we report only
under the assumption that volunteer recall
is good - both strategies yield similar
patterns.

The Validity Check
Too much information could make project
directors very unsure about how to judge
each volunteer. Their responses may
better capture the expectations of each
volunteer's perceived role in the project
and overall the perceived activity
distribution for the project as a whole. So
even under this interpretation we can still
check that the activities volunteers
recalled across a project match those the
project director believes the project
demanded.

VOLUNTEERS

FEEDBACK
How did we collect feedback
Occasionally, a volunteer would provide us their feedback within their Most
Significant Change Testimony. Except in these cases, we collected feedback
by asking 2 questions:

"Look back on your Most Significant Change. If positive, do you have any advise on how CDI can
help future volunteers have similar experiences? If negative, is there anything CDI could do to help
future volunteers who might face a similar experience?"
"Use the space below to leave us any other feedback"

Many volunteers described all their feedback under the first question. I
suggest removing the 'other feedback' box to allow more space for the first,
far more appreciated, feedback question.
As with the volunteer MSC testimonies we grouped feedback into similar
themes. Although many unique pieces of feedback exist which could not be
easily classified (Miscellaneous) we believe the areas labelled on the bar chart
below captures the key recommendations to CDI from its volunteers.
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VOLUNTEERS

FEEDBACK
1 Financial Transparency
The 8 feedback submissions for Financial Transparency
are split among the transparent allocation of project
finances and providing more information or support for
volunteer fundraising
One of the submissions proposes a solution (see right).
When we discussed Negative Outcomes and Negative
changes in the MSC, financial concerns appeared for
some UK volunteers. Improving Financial Transparency
should help reduce volunteer frustrations and improve
fundraising.

"Funding distribution needs to be
transparent. All volunteers needs to know
how the funds they raise will be
redistributed, before they raise them.
Also, fundraising for central budget
should always have representatives from
more than one project team - e.g. I think
the money raised by an Education raffle
should only be redistributed if members
raising the money are from more projects
than just Education (as far as is
reasonably possible!)"

2 Communication
- "A centralised, cohesive way of messaging
volunteers travelling to site and/or meetings."
- "Slack is a poor communication tool.
Workspaces (By Facebook) may be better
(still FREE) "
- "Watsapp groups for all teams and for
whole CDI to improve UK-TZ communication"
Director should talk to all volunteers,
separately from PDs
extend daily briefing and find other times for
volunteers to exchange ideas
Volunteers should interact more with CDI
executive team e.g. present to them
professionally

The 17 feedback submissions for Communication offer
3 suggestions. First, 7 volunteers suggested we improve
the channel of communication, especially for UK-TZ
communications. Second, 11 volunteers asked that CDI
offer more opportunities for students to exchange their
ideas with each other, and third, 4 volunteers asked for
more interaction with the executive committee..
Some of the communication channel submissions
recommend a solution (see left).
This feedback relates very closely to the
Communication Domain of our MSC responses. We
have already seen that CDI is less effective at providing
a convincing improvement in volunteers'
communication than in other areas. Implementing these
recommendations should aid this.:

"
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FEEDBACK
3 Training before Summer
"I think, to encourage volunteers to think in terms
of collective responsibility: that it is important to
stress to volunteers that their job titles do not
define everything they will do or be able to do
over the summer. Also having sub-teams rather
than specific individual roles might help with this. "
"I suggest: Practice problem solving in teams,
crucially with feedback. Also solving problems
similar to their project maybe a problem that was
solved last year. Put time pressure on decision
making, ensure all team members contribute and
all team members are receptive to other people's
comments. Also, ask hard, probing questions
about their solution, introduce 'real-time' additional
problems or considerations like "it rained
yesterday and the site is now flooded: how does
this change your plan?"

The 12 feedback submissions for Training before
Summer are split among teaching skills (9 volunteers),
-especially research and software skills to narrow the
gap between TZ and UK volunteers - and teaching
teamwork (4 volunteers) or what one volunteer coined
"collective responsibility".
We report the "collective responsibility" submission in
full on the left. We also report an incisive discussion on
how to teach effective on-the-ground problem solving.

These recommendations should help organise the pilot
of CDI's career development programme for next year's
TZ and UK volunteers.

4 Personal Development
8 feedback submissions ask for a greater focus on
Personal Development. These volunteers call for an
improvement to this year's model based on 4 personal
development meetings with their project directors
during the summer.
We argue that better Personal Development will help
volunteers improve either their Confidence to take on
their own initiatives, master skills that matter to them,
and improve their confidence in communicating to
authorities. Training before Summer could also help
CDI's weaker MSC domains catch up to its strengths.
We see Personal Development and Training before
Summer as complementary - both could happen at the
same time as one of our feedback submissions
suggests (see right).

"Create Equal environment between UK
and TZ students by guaranteeing laptops
to TZ volunteers, a 2/3 week course in
excel and personal development. "
"Personal development is important and
is in my opinion a key duty of a project
director. Training should be provided for
project directors on how to do this more
effectively."

VOLUNTEERS

FEEDBACK
5 Align Volunteer Expectations
The 9 feedback submissions for Align Volunteer
Expectations are split by managing expectations during
project work (5 volunteers) and aligning expectations
during recruitment (5 volunteers).
We summarise some of the key points of aligning
volunteer expectations on the right. Note that teaching
"collective responsibility" and better managing
workloads can also help align expectations.
Aligning Volunteer Expectations should help
volunteers have more confidence in the value of their
work within CDI and also reduce the incidence of
frustration over unmet expectations with volunteering.

"Align volunteer expectations via honesty
about likely summer activities"
"Manage expectations, explain the scope
of the project and its feasibility"
"recruit for specific positions/skills or
rotate rolls"
"CDI should be more strict in interviews,
looking for people who are respectful to
other people's ideas"

6 Pre-Summer Planning
"secondary research completed in
advance to encourage more time with
TZ community"
"All volunteers should be highly
engaged in the process of impact
evaluation ( although they are not
actually creating surveys/producing
reports). Partnership ideas and long
term strategy discussion should also
involve everyone in the team"
Get access to [Ardhi] University
computer library - TZ and UK
volunteers will sometimes lack laptop
or reliable internet connection.
each UK volunteer should have a
Tanzanian counterpart (or be
encouraged to work closely with a TZ
volunteer)

6 feedback submissions recommend far greater Pre-Summer
Planning. Here, planning refers to team strategy meetings over
the direction of the project, including the process of impact
evaluation, and the consolidation of secondary research.
We distil the key points for these submissions on the left...
The decision to recruit next year's volunteers in early 2018 should
provide opportunities for volunteers to take greater part in
planning the project and determining what impacts the M&E
team need to evaluate. However, we appreciate that these
demands conflict with the calls for Volunteer Training and
Personal Development which already form part of the Career
Development Programme.
Yet, we advise that teams use the Theory of Change framework
as a team-building exercise in the Career Development
Programme. Moreover, consolidation of secondary research can
form exercises in teaching basic office skills. We advise that next
year's M&E team organise these sections of the volunteer training
programme in advance of 2018.
"
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7 Welfare

"It must be made extremely clear from the
beginning, that all volunteers from both countries
are to be treated with respect, and that TZ
volunteer's' confidence to contribute should be
nourished. Consequences for discouraging ad
disrespecting volunteers on the team should be
clear from the beginning."
"It would be good if we had intermediate
disciplinary steps between telling off and
removing someone from the team"
"A couple of team meetings with higher committee
to discuss team issues"
For a fuller description of methods to resolve
conflict, you may find resources from this website
for professional mediators useful. Click this box to
go there.

14 submissions asked for changes to the volunteer welfare system. 4
of these submissions suggested a framework for conflict resolution
(see left)
7 volunteers asked for a clearer working day, an option for flexible
hours, and to keep Saturday Afternoons free. 3 volunteers asked for
more CDI-Wide socials.
Conflict within teams was reported far too often as a negative
outcome. The excellent advice on the left could be explained in front
of all CDI volunteers before the summer by next year's welfare team.
Preventing team conflict will always be more valuable. Sometimes
CDI-Wide policies on working hours and socials can reduce
frustrations. However, other times these CDI-Wide policies put
pressure on volunteers who feel constrained by when they can work.
To help the the welfare team and project directors manage this trade
off, we advise next year's M&E team to produce a short feedback
form which explicitly asks 'Do any CDI-Wide Policies frustrate you?' one online,anonymous version and a second version for project
directors to hand out and if needed discuss with team. .

8 Workload
11 volunteers improved
4 volunteers described that imbalances of workload negatively impacted
their experience with CDI.
7 volunteers expressed that they would have preferred to complete
different types of tasks than those they were assigned to.
As with Welfare, a feedback survey to guide Weekly Team Discussions
about Workload and Desired Activity Types will help project directors learn
quickly from previous mistakes. Alternatively, Workload and Desired Activity
Types could become a required discussion point for personal development
meetings. Remember that 3 of our 5 negative MSCs described these
challenges. We also highlight that the Activity Intervals could be modified
into a useful heuristic for understanding a team's desired workload.
Although this will ruin its second use in the survey, the M&E team should
prioritise effective workloads over measurement - we advise that a project
director GANTT Chart would allow for far more precise and unbiased data
collection andallow for this heuristic.

actively help volunteers to do valuable
work when they begin to feel like surplus
volunteers should have the chance to
lead team meetings, project directors
should plan this in
Have teams work in one place distinct
from other projects
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CDI
FEEDBACK
Commitment 1 - Achieve Transparency in the
allocation of volunteer fundraising to project funds,
using volunteer representatives from every project.
Commitment 2 – Trial new communication channels
and plan for all volunteers to exchange more ideas.
Commitments 3 and 4 - Use Volunteer Training to
develop "Collective Responsibility", Problem Solving,
Narrow any skill gaps, and for Personal Development
Commitment 5 - Employ clear role descriptions for
recruitment, be honest on the fragility of some roles,
and report the Activity Summary Data to align
expectations.
Commitment 6 – M&E Team organises times
between Trainings for Evaluation, Long-term
strategy, Partnerships, and Secondary Research
meetings. AND Get Ardhi Uni Computer Library!
Commitments 7 and 8 - M&E Team promotes
feedback tools to help the Welfare Team build a
Framework for Conflict Resolution, CDI-Wide Policy
Pressures, and Desired Workloads
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M&E STRATEGY
RECOMMENDATIONS
Below I briefly describe the key strategy points that M&E
needs to achieve in future years
1 Alumni Strategy (CDI and DARE)
Alumni from CDI and the DAREnterprise course should be engaged with and supported.
Running an online survey campaign using influential alumni contacts will extend volunteer
M&E, and offer new opportunities for volunteers and alumni to help each other as in the
new Career Development Program. A new Theory of Change Diagram which focuses on
the causal links between volunteer action and alumni impact could be updated using the
MSC domains, and valued activities data.

2 Administrative Data
. use agreements to access indicators not only
We need to devote more time building data
in evaluating our programs but in targeting them too

3 TZ - UK Collaboration
We need an M&E officer in both countries so that ownership of evaluation strategies are
equitable, and we can follow up our programs throughout the year.

4 Rolling Randomisation
The long term strategy of many CDI projects is to build a proof of concept to hand over to
partners. If partners need to see strong evidence of a program's benefits, then randomising
who we target first over a 3 year period would be our most rigorous set of evidence.

5 Facilitating Research into New Project Areas
All volunteers can benefit from learning what self vetting a new project ideas would
require. Volunteers who know about Theory of Change and how professionals conduct
their formative analysis of a problem area should be more likley to explain what help they
need from other volunteers or the M&E team.

6 Running a research team on the ground
Weekly meetings to strategise how each M&E volunteer will conduct their research, and
how their M&E officer can help are essential. Inspire your team to make plans, present them
to you, and pursue measurement opportunities that excite them. When you disagree over
methods of data collection, build a prototype that you can demonstrate works.

7 Running Large Scale Household or School Surveys

Online data collection on SurveyCTO is extremely useful for household surveys. You can
collect accurate GPS and audit data, and simplify the enumerator experience. Although
pupil surveys still need to be done on paper, you can use online surveys as tools to observe
the characteristics of schools you survey.
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SECURITY
M&E Officer:
Paolo Bova

Low-Moderate risk of harm

Moderate-High risk
of severe harm
Risk of grave harm

The triangle above indicates the severity of the information. This
severity depends on the potential harms and level of risk of
matching information we collect to individual respondents.
For the Volunteer M&E the greatest potential harm is
embarrassment or other emotional consequences of having
people you don't want to read your story read it.
We asses a 'low' risk of these stories being read by unintended
recipients.
Before writing their MSCs volunteers were made aware that the
M&E officer would read and analyse the stories. Moreover they
were told that the committee would be able to see their
testimonies. Finally, for those who consented to filling in the
survey, we additionally asked for consent to publish their
testimonies. No testimonies have been reported here. When CDI
wants to use a testimony it needs to gain the consent again of the
volunteer after informing them of any changes to length or word
choice they desire. All stories are stored securely on a SurveyCTO
database.
For 2017 committee members can see their team's volunteer
testimonies. Volunteers can see their own submissions. For this
reason , concerns about your data and any of CDI's projects, or if
you have any other questions about M&E in CDI, please contact:
impact@cambridgedevelopment.org
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APPENDIX 1: ALUMNI
THEORY OF CHANGE
`We have split the Theory of Change diagram into
Activities, Intermediate Outcomes, and Ultimate
goals.

Activities

Intermediate Outcomes
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APPENDIX 1: ALUMNI
THEORY OF CHANGE
Ultimate Goals

Volunteer ambitions are impossible to capture in a single
phrase. One of CDI's goals is to create 'Change-makers'.
Below is a mind map illustrating what being an alumni
change-maker could involve.

Change-maker
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APPENDIX 2:
WHAT IS EVIDENCE?
WEIGHTS FOR EVIDENCE TYPES
In Levels (0 to 5)
Weighted by Ease of independently verifying
change
Action:
Refer to an action that brought about the change
Refer to the change as an action
Areas (or Skills/Attitudes) that the Change
supported when actions or details for those areas
are presented
Time or spatial location:
Refer to a Place
Refer to a Time
The Time Spent working on an action
The Time Spent working on the change
Others
Mention Others that Change Affected
Mention Others who helped you make the change
Mention a specific person who helped you make the
change or complete an action towards that change
All 3 needed evidence types needed robustly for a
5
All 3 needed, at least 1 robust, for a 4
All 3 loose or 2 robust only for a 3
1 robust and i loose for a 2
1 loose for a 1
0 for 0 (not a change)
Robust means that piece of evidence is easy for
CDI committee member to verify
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